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Abstract
We prove existence and establish the asymptotic behavior, as e-0; of stable stationary
solutions to the equation ut ¼ er  ½dðxÞru þ ð1	 u2Þ½u 	 aðxÞ; for ðt; xÞARþ 
 O; where
OCRN ; NX2; with Neumann boundary condition. The function aðxÞAC0;nðOÞ satisﬁes
	1oaðxÞo1 and vanishes on some hypersurfaces. The results generalize to N-dimensional
domains and to variable diffusivity earlier paper by Angenent et al. (J. Differential Equations
67 (1987) 212).
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we are concerned with the existence of families of stable layered
stationary solutions to a semi-linear diffusion boundary value problem of the type
@ue
@t
¼ er  ðdðxÞrueÞ þ f ðx; uÞ; ðt; xÞAR
 O;
@ue
@nˆ
¼ 0; ðt; xÞAR
 @O;
9>=
>; ð1:1Þ
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where ðt; xÞARþ 
 O; e is a small positive parameter and OCRN ; NX2 has smooth
boundary @O:
We will be interested in the case f ðx; uÞ ¼ ð1	 u2Þ½u 	 aðxÞ where aAC0;nðOÞ;
0ono1; satisﬁes 	1oaðxÞo1:
In order to put our work into perspective, we remark that in [1] the authors
classiﬁed all stable stationary solutions of (1.1), when O ¼ ð0 ; 1Þ; dðxÞ ¼ 1 and
f ðx; uÞ ¼ uð1	 uÞðu 	 aðxÞÞ: To be more precise when O ¼ ð0; 1Þ; aAC1ð0; 1Þ and
further assuming that a0ðxÞa0 at all points xAð0; 1Þ where aðxÞ ¼ 1=2; it was shown
that any stable stationary solution to (1.1) can be described as follows.
Let 0ox1ox2o?oxm (suppose m is odd, for simplicity) be a sequence of zeros
of ½aðxÞ 	 1=2; not necessarily consecutive, such that
ð	1Þi a0ðxiÞ40 ði ¼ 1;y; mÞ:
Then for small e there is a unique stable stationary solution ue to (1.1) such that
(i) ue has a monotone transition layer at each xi and u
0
eðxiÞa0ðxiÞo0 ði ¼ 1;y; mÞ:
(ii) The asymptotic form of ue; as e-0; is
une ðxÞ ¼
0 if xAð0; x1Þ,ðx2; x3Þ,?,ðxm; xm	1Þ;
1 if xAðx1; x2Þ,ðx3; x4Þ,?,ðxm; 1Þ:
(
Our main goal is to verify to what extent the aforementioned results can be
generalized to higher dimension domains. Since, we will take on the case f ðx; uÞ ¼
ð1	 u2Þ½u 	 aðxÞ only stable stationary solutions induced by aðxÞ will be considered.
Next, we brieﬂy describe a special case of our work which generalizes [1]. Let
Z½a ¼deffxAO: aðxÞ ¼ 0g ð1:2Þ
and suppose that Z½a ¼ SMi¼1 Si where Si ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ are nested ðN 	 1Þ-
dimensional closed hypersurfaces in O (as we will see later the nodal-set Z½a can
be more general) and suppose that aðxÞ has different signs at any two neighboring
connected components of O\Z½a:
Then the existence of a stable stationary family of solution fuege40 to (1.1),
featuring the same qualitative geometrical behavior as in the one-dimensional case,
follows with Si ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ now being the interfaces. In other words, the sequence
fueg converges, as e-0; to 1, uniformly on compact sets of fxAO\Z½a: aðxÞo0g
and to 	1; uniformly on compact sets of fxAO\Z½a: aðxÞ40g:
The hypothesis that the nodal-hypersurfaces Si ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ are nested is not
essential and is used just to ease the notation and to mimic the one-dimensional case.
It sufﬁces to suppose that aðxÞ has different signs on each two neighboring connected
components of O\Z½a whose common interface has positive Hausdorff measure.
Let us suppose for a moment that f ðx; Þ is C1 and has exactly three zeros
h	ðxÞoh0ðxÞohþ; for each xA %O and that there is a closed smooth hypersurface
SCO which partition O into two smooth sub-domains O	 and Oþ:
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Set
JðxÞ ¼
Z hþðxÞ
h	ðxÞ
f ðx; xÞ dx:
It follows from early works by Fife and Greenlee [6] and Fife and Caginalp [5] that
a sufﬁcient condition for (1.1) to have a family of stationary solutions fueg0oeoe0 ; for
some positive number e0; exhibiting a transition layer from h	 to hþ; as e-0 and
having S as interface is that JðxÞ ¼ 0; for any xAS and @J@n40 on S: Here n stands for
the normal direction to S towards O	: Also the convergence of the solutions, as
e-0; to hþðh	) in compact sets of OþðO	Þ can be inferred.
These results were later generalized in [18] by requiring, roughly speaking, that S
be just a closed set and assuming only that J changes sign across S:
As far as existence of stationary solutions to (1.1) developing internal transition
layer, as e-0; is concerned the main tools used [6] (series expansion in e) and in [18]
(degree theory) are not of any help in proving existence of stable stationary
solutions.
As for convergence, in [10] for the case f ðx; uÞ ¼ f ðuÞ; the convergence of any
stationary solution to (1.1) uniformly on compact sets off the interface is addressed
by using a varifold approach. See also [17] for stable phase transitions. In both works
only the spatial homogeneous case is considered and is not clear how or if the proof
can be modiﬁed so as to comprise the inhomogeneous case.
This kind of problem where diffusivity and/or reaction give rise to stable spatially
inhomogeneous stationary solutions, has also been considered in [13,14], for
instance.
The case in which aeðxÞ ¼ OðeÞ; uniformly in O; as e-0; was treated in [12], for
N ¼ 2:
There is a vast literature on the subject of stable and unstable stationary solutions
for (1.1). Many references concern the case N ¼ 1 and dðxÞ ¼ 1: Among others, we
cite [1,2,7,9,11]. See also [8] for a system related to (1.1).
Since in the one-dimensional case the energy functional associated to the
stationary solutions to (1.1), satisﬁes the hypotheses required in [2], their result is
also generalized herein.
Let us now brieﬂy comment on the methods of proof. First we study the
asymptotic behavior, as e-0; of any local minimizer in H1ðOÞ of the corresponding
energy functional for stationary solutions to (1.1). This is accomplished through
variational arguments after a suitable characterization of the local minimizers along
with a scaling in the spatial variable.
The existence of stable stationary solutions with asymptotic interfaces in speciﬁc
locations is then obtained via sub- and super-solution techniques after suitably
truncating the function aðxÞ:
Actually, a family of functions aeðxÞ could have been considered as long as
aeðxÞ-aðxÞ; as e-0; uniformly in compact sets of O\Z½a where aðxÞ satisﬁes the
hypotheses in the next section.
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2. Notation and preliminaries
It will be convenient to set
faðx; uÞ ¼ ½1	 u2½u 	 aðxÞ: ð2:1Þ
By a stationary solution of (1.1) we mean a solution to the problem
e2r  ðdðxÞrvÞ þ ð1	 v2Þ½v 	 aðxÞ ¼ 0; xAO;
@v
@nˆ
¼ 0 for xA@O:
9=
; ðPaÞ
Whenever we replace the function aðxÞ by a conveniently truncated one the
notation will change accordingly.
A stationary solution v of (1.1) is said to be stable (in the sup norm) if for any
m40; there exists d40 such that TðtÞc; the semigroup generated by (1.1), exists for
all t40 and jjTðtÞc	 vjjLNðOÞom; 0otoN; for any cACðOÞ-LNðOÞ which
satisﬁes jjc	 vjjLNðOÞod:
By the maximum principle, all solutions to ðPaÞ satisfy jjvjjLNo1: Thus, without
loss of generality, we will replace fa with the following truncated function:
faðx; uÞ ¼
faðx; uÞ for uA½	1; 1; xAO;
0 for uAR\½	1; 1; xAO;
(
while keeping the same notation.
Given M closed hypersurfaces Si ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ; let Oi denotes the open region
enclosed by Si; i.e., Si ¼ @Oi ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ: We will say that these hypersurfaces are
nested if it holds that O1CO2C?COMþ1 ¼def O and @Oi-@Oiþ1 ¼ | ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ:
Hereafter whenever referring to the next hypersurface we mean the order established
above.
We now describe the assumptions on aðxÞ:
(H1) aAC0;nðOÞ; 0ono1:
(H2) Z½a ¼ SMi¼1 Si where Si ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ are ðN 	 1Þ-dimensional closed
Lipschitz-continuous hypersurfaces which are nested and SM-@O ¼ |:
Deﬁne the sets
O1 ¼def O1; O2 ¼ O2\ %O1;y;OM ¼ OM\ %OM	1; OMþ1 ¼ O\ %OM ;
where %O stands for the closure of O and further suppose
(H3) ð	1ÞiaðxÞ40 in Oi; i ¼ 1;y; M:
Assume M odd for deﬁniteness. For M even only change in notation is required.
Perhaps, it is worth to mention that above assumptions imply that a40 on @O:
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However, this assumption is not necessary and in some cases aðxÞ is allowed to
change sign in @O: See Fig. 1.
For future references we set
O	 ¼def
[
1pjpðMþ1Þ
j:odd
Oj ; Oþ ¼def
[
1pjpðMþ1Þ
j:even
Oj :
Let Wi be an open tubular neighborhood of Si ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ: It follows that
there is x40 small enough such that a	1ð	x; xÞ-Wi ¼Vi is a family of mutually
disjoint open sets.
Each of these neighborhoods can be decomposed asVi ¼ Ii,Si,Ei where Ii is
the subset ofVi lying inside the region enclosed by Si (internal) and Ei is the subset
of Vi lying outside the region enclosed by Si (external).
Next, we take a subset Zm of elements of f
SM
i¼1 Sig; whose hypersurfaces we
denote by *Si; i.e.,
Zm ¼def
[m
i¼1
S˜iCZ½a ¼
[M
i¼1
Si; ð2:2Þ
where mpM and also suppose m odd for simplicity.
Fig. 1. An illustration for M=13, m=3, P1 ¼ 3; P2 ¼ 6; P3 ¼ 11
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Regarding the hypersurfaces of Zm we deﬁne in an analogous manner sets O˜i; *Oi;
*Vi ¼ *Ii,S˜i, *Ei and *O	 and *Oþ; as
*O	 ¼def
[
1pjpðmþ1Þ
j:odd
*Oj; *Oþ ¼def
[
1pjpðmþ1Þ
j:even
*Oj : ð2:3Þ
At last we assume that
(H4) ð	1ÞiaðxÞ40 in *Ii; ð	1ÞiaðxÞo0 in *Ei for i ¼ 1;y; m:
This assumption means that the ﬁrst hypersurface in Zm; namely S˜1; is chosen so
that aðxÞ changes from negative to positive, as x crosses it, the next one, S˜2; is chosen
so that aðxÞ changes from positive to negative as x crosses it and so on and so forth.
The signs of a in the *Vi’s were chosen just for deﬁniteness and could have been
reversed.
We further deﬁne continuous functions
aþðxÞ ¼ maxfaðxÞ; 0gX0 and a	ðxÞ ¼ minfaðxÞ; 0gp0:
It will be essential in our analysis the fact that aþXa and a	pa in O: By setting
Faðx; uÞ ¼
Z u
	1
faðx; tÞ dt ð2:4Þ
new functions Faþ and Fa	 are deﬁned in a similar manner by replacing a with a
þ and
a	; respectively, in fa:
To each of these potentials there corresponds an energy functional and we start
with by deﬁning Ea :H
1ðOÞ-R as follows:
EaðuÞ ¼
Z
O
e
2
dðxÞjruj2 	 Faðx; uÞ
n o
dx:
Similarly Ea	 and Eaþ are deﬁned by replacing a with a	 and aþ; respectively.
3. Formation and location of internal layers
A function wAH1ðOÞ is called a local H1-minimizer of a functional, say, Ea if there
is d40 such that EaðwÞpEaðuÞ for any u satisfying jju 	 wjjH1ðOÞpd:
By distinguished solutions we will mean stable stationary solutions to (1.1), having
less than M nodal-hypersurfaces as interfaces.
Our method for proving existence of local minimizers of Ea will make use
of the information about location of interfaces and asymptotic behavior,
as e-0; of eventual local minimizers of Ea˜; where a˜ is obtained by conveniently
truncating aðxÞ:
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Hence in this section a˜ will belong to a class of functions C0;nðOÞ satisfying
	1oa˜ðxÞo1; whose nodal hypersurfaces is a subset of fSMi¼1 Sig; i.e.,
Z½a˜CZ½a:
Therefore, this section will play an important role for proving existence of
distinguished solutions.
It is now convenient to introduce the new continuous potential
Ga˜ðx; uÞ ¼ maxf	ð4=3Þa˜ðxÞ; 0g 	 Fa˜ðx; uÞ;
where Fa˜ is given by (2.4), and the new functional
Ja˜½u;O ¼
Z
O
e dðxÞ jruj
2
2
þ Ga˜ðx; uÞ
( )
: ð3:1Þ
Remark 3.1. Note that Ga˜X0: Also if a˜ðxÞo0 then Ga˜ðx;	1Þ40 and Ga˜ðx; 1Þ ¼ 0;
if a˜ðxÞ40 then Ga˜ðx;	1Þ ¼ 0 and Ga˜ðx; 1Þ40: Moreover, according to our
hypotheses Ga˜ðx; 1Þ ¼ Ga˜ðx;	1Þ ¼ 0 if and only if a˜ðxÞ ¼ 0 and a˜ðxÞ ¼ 0 if and
only if xAZ½a˜:
In order to simplify the notation we will drop the sub-index a˜ in Ga˜ and Ja˜ thus
writing only G and J throughout this section. The following notion of local
minimizer will be useful.
Deﬁnition 3.2. A function u is a local minimizer of J½;O if for every relatively
compact subset UCO and for every wAH1locðOÞ with suppðwÞCU ; we have J½u þ
w;OXJ½u ;O:
As usual Br will denote the ball in R
N with radius r and center at the origin.
Lemma 3.3. Let u; jujp1 be a local minimizer of J in Brþ2; r42: Then
J½u; Br ¼
Z
Br
e dðxÞjruj
2
2
þ Gðx; uÞ
( )
dxpCrN	1; ð3:2Þ
where C is a constant independent of r and e:
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is given in [4] for Ga˜ðx; 1Þ ¼ Ga˜ðx;	1Þ ¼ 0 and dðxÞ ¼ 1:
The argument can be easily adapted to ﬁt our case.
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Remark 3.4. After rescaling the functional the following estimate for the minimizer
is obtained:
J½ue; Br ¼
Z
Br
e dðxÞjruej
2
2
þ e	1Gðx; ueÞ
( )
dxpCrN	1; ð3:3Þ
where C does not depend on e:
Next result says that the family fueg of local minimizers concentrates, as e-0;
around either 1 or 	1: The N-dimensional Lebesgue measure of a subset OCO will
be denoted by jOj:
Lemma 3.5. If fuege40 is a family of local minimizers of (3.1) then for every BrCO
and l; 0olo1; it holds that
jBr-fjuejolgj !e-0 0:
Proof. It follows from (3.3) thatZ
Br
Gðx; ueÞpeC1; ð3:4Þ
where C1 ¼ CrN	1 and from Remark 3.1 that
C2ðl; rÞ ¼def inffGðx; uÞ: xABr;	lpuplg40:
If for any e small enough Br-fjuejolg ¼ |; there is nothing to prove. So suppose
there exists a sequence fejg such that Br-fjuej jolga|; 8j:
Suppose by contradiction that there exists %l ð0o%lo1Þ; a subsequence, still
denoted by fejg and n40 such that
jBr-fjuej jo%lgj4n; 8j:
Hence
0onC2ð%l; rÞp
Z
Br-fjuej jo%lg
Gðx; uej Þ dxpejC1:
Letting ej-0; we get a contradiction for nC2ð%l; rÞ does not depend on ej: &
Remark 3.6. From the fact that
jBrj ¼ jBr-fjuejplgj þ jBr-flojuejo1gj
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above lemma implies that
jBr-flojuejo1gj !e-0 jBrj:
Lemma 3.7. Let fuege40 be a family of local minimizers of Je½;O: Then there exists u0
such that
(i) u0ABVloc and ue !e-0 u0 in L1locðOÞ:
(ii) u0ðxÞAf1;	1g; a.e. in O:
Proof. Since G is continuous and non-negative in %O
 ½	1; 1; we can take t40 such
that
Gtðx; uÞ ¼def Gðx; uÞ þ t40:
Therefore, ue will also be a local minimizers of the functional
Jt½u; Br ¼def
Z
Br
e dðxÞjruej
2
2
þ e	1Gtðx; ueÞ
( )
dx:
By virtue of (3.3), given e040 there is a positive constant Cðe0; r; NÞ so that for
any e; 0oepe0;
Cðe0ÞXJt½u; BrX2
Z
Br
td1=2ðxÞjruej dxX2d1=2m t
Z
Br
jruej;
where dm ¼def min %O dðxÞ: Thus
R
Br
jruej is bounded in e: But ueAL1ðBrÞ since
juejp1 and consequently fueg is bounded in BVðBrÞ; uniformly in e: Using that
fact that BVðBrÞ is compactly imbedded in L1ðBrÞ and arguing with sequences
and subsequences, it follows that there exists u0AL1ðBrÞ satisfying
jjue 	 u0jjL1ðBrÞ !e-0 u0:
We conclude (i) by noting that since
R
Br
jruej is bounded in e and the total
variation measure
jjruejjðBrÞ ¼
Z
Br
jruej
is lower semi-continuous with respect to L1-convergence (see [20], for instance) then
u0ABVloc:
In order to establish (ii), it sufﬁces to use the L1-convergence and Lemma 3.5. &
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Remark 3.8. Lemma 3.7 says that locally, the limiting hypersurface of discontinuity
(interface) will have ﬁnite perimeter. However, the information obtained so far do
not rule out the possibility of having u0  1 a.e. in O or u0  	1 a.e. in O: In either case
the interface would be @O: It will be shown that under our hypotheses this will never be
the case. Actually if, for instance, Z½a˜ ¼ Z½a; then the interface would be Z½a:
Next, we will be concerned with the location of the limiting hypersurface of
discontinuity. As a preparation some more estimates are needed.
Lemma 3.9. (i) If %BrCfa˜o0g and 0olo1 then there is a positive constant C1;
independent of e; such that for any e small enough
Gm ¼ inf fGðx; ueÞ: xA %Br;	1oueo	 lgXC140:
(ii) If %BrCfa˜40g and 0olo1 then there is a positive constant C2; independent of e;
such that for any e small enough
Gm ¼ inf fGðx; ueÞ: xA %Br; loueo1gXC240:
Proof. (i) Note that for xA %BrCfa˜o0g
Gðx; ueÞ ¼ 	ð4=3Þa˜ðxÞ 	
Z ue
	1
ð1	 x2Þðx	 a˜ðxÞÞ dx:
Let
arm ¼ min
xA %Br
a˜ðxÞ and arM ¼ max
xA %Br
a˜ðxÞ:
Then a
r
Mo0; armo0 and we can take in view of Lemma 3.5, l4	 arm: Therefore,
for xAð	1; ueÞ we have
	1oxoueo	 loarmpa˜ðxÞo0
for any xA %Br: Hence
Gðx; ueÞX	 ð4=3ÞarM ¼def C1ðarM ; lÞ40:
It certainly helps to understand the geometrical situation if one realizes that by
Remark 3.1 it holds that
inf fGðx; ueÞ: xA %BrCfa˜o0g; loueo1g ¼ 0:
(ii) For xA %BrCfa˜40g we have
Gðx; ueÞ ¼ a˜ðxÞ
Z ue
	1
ð1	 x2Þ dx	
Z ue
	1
xð1	 x2Þ dx:
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With the same notation as above, l can be taken such that 0oarMolo1: Thus
Gðx; uÞXarm
Z 0
	1
ð1	 x2Þ dx ¼def C2ðarm; lÞ40: ð3:5Þ
As in the previous case notice that
inf fGðx; ueÞ: xA %BrCfa˜40g;	1oueo	 lg ¼ 0
from Remark 3.1. &
Lemma 3.10. (i) If %BrCfa˜40g then u0 ¼ 	1; a.e. in Br:
(ii) If %BrCfa˜o0g then u0 ¼ 1; a.e. in Br:
Proof. (i) Suppose by contradiction that there exist %l; 0o%lo1; m40 and a
subsequence fuejg; ej !j-N 0; in such a way that
lim
j-N
jBr-f%louejo1gjXm40:
Using (3.3) and Lemma 3.9(ii), as well as the notation therein, we obtain
ejCrN	1X
Z
Br
Gðx; uej Þ dx
X jBr-f%louejo1gjC2ðarm; %lÞXmC2ðarm; %lÞ
with C2ðarm; %lÞ as in (3.5).
A contradiction is obtained by letting j-N: Hence
jBr-floueo1gj !e-0 0
and therefore from Remark 3.6
jBr-f	1oueo	 lgj !e-0 jBrj:
It follows that ue !e-0	1; in measure on Br: Since fueg is bounded in LpðOÞ; pX2;
uniformly in e; it actually holds that ue !e-0	1 in L1ðBrÞ: But this means that u0 ¼
	1; a.e. in Br:
Likewise (ii) can be taken care of. &
As yet we have demonstrated that ue !e-0 u0; in L1locðOÞ: It is our goal now to
indicate how uniform convergence on compact sets which do not intersect Z½a˜ (the
asymptotic interface) can be obtained.
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Actually, this is just an adaptation of a result by Caffarelli and Co´rdoba [4]. Only
one of the hypotheses required in [4] is not fulﬁlled in our case since we already know
that any family of stable stationary solution to Pa develops internal transition layers
(in the L1loc-topology).
More speciﬁcally, the admissible potentials Fðx; uÞ considered in [4] are required
to satisfy the following properties (actually a broader class is considered):
(i) 0pFpC1; where C1 is a constant.
(ii) Fðx;	1Þ ¼ Fðx; 1Þ ¼ 0; 8xAO:
(iii) inffFðx; tÞ: jtjop; xAOgXgðpÞ; where gðpÞ is a decreasing, strictly positive
function in ½0; 1Þ:
(iv)
(a) There exists lAð0; 1Þ such that
Fðx; uÞXC2ð1	 jujÞ2 if 14juj4l
for some constant C2:
(b) Fuðx; Þ is continuous in O
 ð	1; 1Þ and satisﬁes
Fuðx;	1þ uÞXC3u; Fuðx;	1	 uÞX	 C3u
if 0ouol; where C3 is a constant.
(c) Fuðx; tÞ is increasing (decreasing) for t near 	1 ðt near 1).
It a trivial matter to verify that all items above, except (ii), are satisﬁed by Ga˜ðx; uÞ
given by
Ga˜ðx; uÞ ¼ max f	ð4=3Þa˜ðxÞ; 0g 	 Fa˜ðx; uÞ:
However from Remark 3.1 we know that for any xAO either Ga˜ðx; 1Þ ¼ 0 or
Ga˜ðx;	1Þ ¼ 0; with both conditions holding if and only if xAZ½a˜: A careful
examination of [4] reveals that the proof still go through if (ii) is replaced by this
weaker requirement. In other words, we do not need Ga˜ðx; Þ to vanish
simultaneously at 	1 and 1; for all xAO:
4. Existence of local minimizers
The techniques used in [1] to prove existence of stable stationary solutions to (1.1)
(which in the present case amounts to H1-local minimizers of Ea) are intrinsic to
ordinary differential equations and do not work in our situation.
Next, we will prove the existence of a such minimizer whose interface is Z½a; i.e., it
coincides with the total number of nodal hypersurfaces of aðxÞ:
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Lemma 4.1. If (H1)–(H4) are satisfied then there are two families of functions f
%
ueg
and f %ueg which are sub- and super-solutions, respectively, of ðPaÞ: Moreover
%
uec %ue;
%
uec	 1 and %uec1:
Proof. Due to the fact that Fa is bounded in %O
 R; it is standard by now that the
functionals Ea	 and Eaþ are C
1; in the topology of H1ðOÞ; and satisfy the Palais–
Smale condition.
Moreover, one can check that u  1 and 	1 are isolated minima for Eaþ : Indeed
Eaþð1Þ40; E0aþð1Þc ¼ 0 and E00aþð1Þðc;cÞ40; 8cAH1ðOÞ;cc0; where 0 stands for
the Frechet derivative.
Also Eaþð	1Þ ¼ 0; E0aþð	1Þ ¼ 0 and E00aþð	1Þðc;cÞ40:
Since Eaþ is C
1 it follows that there is r40 small enough such that
inf
r¼jju	1jj
H1ðOÞ
EaþðuÞ4Eaþð1Þ4Eaþð	1Þ ¼ 0:
Therefore, the mountain-pass theorem implies the existence of a critical point f
%
ueg of
Eaþ ;
%
uec	 1: This critical point turns out to be a weak solution to ðPaþÞ; in the H1-
sense and a classical solution by standard regularity theory.
Since aþXa in O it follows easily that f
%
ueg is a sub-solution to ðPaÞ:
By replacing aþ with a	 the very same argument yields a super-solution f %ueg to
ðPaÞ:
The claim
%
ueo %ue can be established by an application of the maximum
principle. &
Getting a stable solution between a sub- and a super-solution is standard by now.
However none of the alternatives, except [3], characterizes the solution been sought
as a local H1-minimizer of the functional Ea: We need this characterization not only
to construct sub- and super-solutions to obtain the distinguished solutions to ðPaÞ
but also to determine the asymptotic behavior of them.
Consider the problem
e2r  ðdðxÞrvÞ þ ð1	 v2Þ½v 	 aðxÞ ¼ 0; xAO;
v ¼ 0 for xA@O:
)
ðPa;DÞ
The next theorem was proved in [3] for solutions of ðPa;DÞ: However it can equally
well, with few and natural modiﬁcations, be proved for solutions of ðPaÞ; which
amounts to saying that in the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [3], H10 ðOÞ may be replaced by
H1ðOÞ:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that
%
v and %v are Cð %OÞ sub- and super-solutions, respectively, of
ðPaÞ (in the distribution sense) and that neither
%
v nor %v is a solution of ðPaÞ:
Then there exists a solution *v of ðPaÞ;
%
vo*vo %v; such that *v is a local H1-minimizer
of Ea:
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In what follows UO will stand for the characteristic function of a set OCO:
Lemma 4.3. Let
%
ue and %ue be, respectively, the sub- and super-solutions to ðPaÞ
obtained in Lemma 4.1. Then for any positive e; there exists a family fuMe g of local H1-
minimizers of Ea; satisfying
%
ueouMe o %ue in O:
Moreover,
uMe !e-0 UO	 	 UOþ ;
uniformly on compact sets of %O\Z½a where Z½a ¼ SMi¼1 Si:
The proof of existence is a direct application of Theorem 4.2 to the sub- and super-
solutions found in Lemma 4.1. Once this is accomplished, the claim about the
asymptotic behavior now follows directly from the results of Section 3, with a
playing the role of a˜: These results can be applied because uMe is a H
1-local minimizer
of ðPaÞ:
Remark 4.4. Note that as far as the existence of uMe is concerned, e does not have to
be small.
The existence of H1-local minimizers whose interface coincides with a set of, say
m ðmoMÞ; of conveniently chosen nodal hypersurfaces of aðxÞ is more delicate.
Theorem 4.5. If aðxÞ satisfies (H1)–(H4) then there is e040 and a family fume g0oepe0
of stable stationary solutions to (1.1) such that
ume !e-0 U *O	 	 U *Oþ ; ð4:1Þ
uniformly on compact sets of O\Zm; where Zm ¼
Sm
j¼1 S˜j ðmoMÞ and *O	 and *Oþ are
given by (2.3).
Proof. Let ðpjþ1 	 pj 	 1Þ be the number of hypersurfaces lying inside the region
*Oj ðj ¼ 1;y; m 	 1Þ; i.e., between S˜j and S˜jþ1 so that
S˜1 ¼ Sp1 ; S˜2 ¼ Sp2 ;y; S˜m ¼ Spm ;
where 1pmoM and MX2: The case m ¼ M was taken care of in Lemma 4.3. Also
when p1 ¼ 1 the proof is easy and can be deduced from the general case. So are the
cases in which pjþ1 ¼ pj þ 1; i.e., there is no nodal-hypersurface lying between S˜j and
S˜jþ1: These cases will be omitted and therefore we assume p1X3 and pjþ1Xpj þ
3 ðj ¼ 1;y; m 	 1Þ:
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Let
am ¼ min
xA %O
aðxÞ and aM ¼ max
xA %O
aðxÞ:
The proof will be divided in steps.
Step 1: Next, we will be working toward establishing the existence of sub-solution
to ðPaÞ with some special properties.
We start by deﬁning the truncated function ap1 as follows:
ap1ðxÞ ¼
aðxÞ on Ip1	1,Op1,Ep1 ;
maxfx; aðxÞg on O\fIp1	1,Op1,Ep1g;
(
where x is the number deﬁned in the beginning of Section 2 and p1X3:
Notice that ap1 is negative on Op1 ; vanishes only on Sp1,Sp1	1 and is positive on
O\ %Op1 :
By deﬁning functions aþp1X0 and a
	
p1
p0 as above and proceeding as in Lemma 4.1
and Theorem 4.1, we establish the existence of a solution
%
je
p1
to ðPap1 Þ; which is a H1-
local minimizer of Eap1 and as such (by the results of Section 3 with ap1 playing the
role of a˜) presents the following asymptotic behavior:
%
je
p1
!e-0 UOp1 	 UO\Op1 ð4:2Þ
uniformly on compact sets of O\fSp1,Sp1	1g:
Upon repeating the above procedure on the setsOpj ðj ¼ p2 þ 1; p3; p4 þ 1;y; pmÞ we
establish the existence of functions
%
je
j
with the following asymptotic behavior, as e-0:
%
je
1
!e-0 UOj 	 UO\Oj ð4:3Þ
uniformly on compact sets of O\fSj,Sj	1g ðj ¼ p1; p2 þ 1; p3; p4 þ 1;y; pmÞ: Note
in particular that
%
je
pm
!e-0	1; uniformly on compact sets of *Omþ1
and
@
%
je
pm
@nˆ
¼ 0 on @O: ð4:4Þ
Also
ajðxÞXaðxÞ in %O implies faj ðx;
%
je
j
Þpfaðx;
%
je
j
Þ
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and consequently
0 ¼ e2r  ðdðxÞr
%
je
j
Þ þ faj ðx;
%
je
j
Þpe2r  ðdðxÞr
%
je
j
Þ þ faðx;
%
je
j
Þ:
Once these functions are deﬁned we consider the boundary value problem:
er  ðdðxÞrzÞ þ faM ðzÞ ¼ 0 on Op1	1,Sp1	1,Ep1	1;
z ¼ z0; on @fOp1	1,Sp1	1,Ep1	1g;
)
ð4:5Þ
where z0 is a constant which satisﬁes 0oz0oaMo1 andZ 1
z
faM ðsÞ ds40; 8zA½z0; aMÞ:
Recall that faM ðzÞ ¼ ð1	 z2Þðz	 aMÞ: Under these hypotheses (4.5)
has a smooth positive solution zep1	1; which develops boundary layer, as e-0:
Moreover
zep1	1 !e-0 1; uniformly on compact sets of Op1	1,Sp1	1,Ep1	1 ð4:6Þ
These results are well known and the reader is referred to [19], for instance, where the
translated function gðzÞ ¼ faM ðzþ z0Þ satisﬁes the hypotheses required therein. Note
that by replacing faM with fa in (4.5) we obtain
er  ðdðxÞrzep1	1Þ þ faðx; zep1	1ÞX0 on Op1	1,Sp1	1,Ep1	1: ð4:7Þ
Consider again problem (4.5) but now on the sets
Ip2þ1,
[p3	1
i¼p2þ2
Oi
( )
,Ep3	1; Ip4þ1,
[p5	1
i¼p4þ2
Oi
( )
,Ep5	1;y;
Ipm	1þ1,
[pm	1
i¼pm	1þ2
Oi
( )
,Epm	1
with the same boundary condition and corresponding hypotheses. As above we
obtain a sequence of positive solutions zep2þ2;y; z
e
pm	1þ2; each of which develops
boundary layer, as e-0; on the corresponding domain. Also each function of the
sequence converges to 1, as e-0; uniformly on compact sets of the corresponding
domain.
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Finally, for e sufﬁciently small, we deﬁne a continuous function in O by
%
ce ¼
maxfzep1	1;
%
je
p1
g on Op1	1,Ep1	1;
maxf
%
je
p1
;
%
je
p2þ1g on Cl
Sðp2þ1Þ
i¼p1
Oi
 !
\ðEp1	1,Ip2þ1Þ
( )
;
maxf
%
je
p2þ1; z
e
p2þ2;
%
je
p3
g on Ip2þ1,
Sp3	1
i¼p2þ2
Oi
( )
,Ep3	1;
^ ðstart a loopÞ
%
je
pm
on fOpm\Epm	1g,Spm, *Opmþ1:
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
By ‘‘start a loop’’ we mean that at this point the argument used at the top of the
array can be repeated. At last taking into account
* ajðxÞXaðxÞ on Oðj ¼ p1; p2 þ 1; p3; p4 þ 1;y; pmÞ;
*
%
je
k
is a solution to ðPakÞ ðk ¼ p1; p2 þ 1; p3; p4 þ 1;y; pmÞ;
* (4.7) and a corresponding inequality for zep2þ2; z
e
p4þ2;y; z
e
pm	1þ2;
* and (4.4),
we conclude that
%
ce is a C0 sub-solution of ðPaÞ; in the sense of distributions.
The continuity of
%
ce for e small enough, follows from the asymptotic behavior of
the functions involved in the deﬁnition as well as the way the domains of
zep1 ; z
e
p2þ2;y; z
e
pm	1 were chosen.
In other words, the overlapping of the domains of the functions zei and
%
je
i
are
essential here.
In order to determine the asymptotic behavior of the solution we are looking for,
it is important to notice that it follows from (4.3), (4.6) and the remarks following
(4.7) that
%
ce !e-0 USðmþ2Þ=2
i¼1
*O2i	1
	 USm=2
i¼1
*O2i
ð4:8Þ
uniformly on compact sets of O\f *S1;y; S˜mg:
Step 2: We now seek a distinguished super-solution to ðPaÞ; which will serve our
purpose and start out by truncating aðxÞ at some suitable sets of the partition where
it is positive, as follows.
For j ¼ p1 þ 1; p2; p3 þ 1; p4;y; pm þ 1; M þ 1; we deﬁne
ajðxÞ ¼
aðxÞ on Ij	1,Oj,Ep1þj;
minf	x; aðxÞg on O\Ij	1,Oj,Ej
(
with x as before.
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Each function aj is positive on Oj; vanishes only on Sj	1,Sj and is negative
elsewhere in O: Hence as in the beginning of Step 1, each function aj gives rise via
Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 to a solution %jej of ðPaj Þ:
Moreover from the fact that
ajðxÞpaðxÞ in %O implies faj ðx; %jej ÞXfaðx; %jej Þ;
we conclude that %jej is a smooth super-solution to ðPaÞ for j ¼ p1 þ 1; p2; p3 þ
1; p4;y; pm þ 1; M þ 1:
Also since %jej is a local H
1-minimizer of ðPaj Þ; it follows from the above remark
and the results of Section 3, with aj playing the role of a˜; that
%jej !e-0 UO\Oj 	 UOj ð4:9Þ
uniformly on compact sets of O\fSj	1,Sjg; where j ¼ p1 þ 1; p2; p3 þ 1; p4;y; pm þ
1; M þ 1: Equally important is the fact that
@ %jeMþ1
@nˆ
¼ 0 on @O: ð4:10Þ
Keeping on the process of ﬁlling the gaps on O; it remains to ﬁnd suitable
functions which will take part in the deﬁnition of our super-solution to ðPaÞ: To this
end we consider the boundary value problem:
er  ðdðxÞrZÞ þ famðZÞ ¼ 0 on
Sp2	1
i¼p1þ2 Oi,Ip1þ1,Ep2	1;
Z ¼ Z0; on @
Sp2
i¼p1þ2Oi,Ip1þ1,Ep1þ2
n o
;
9=
; ð4:11Þ
where Z0 is a constant which satisﬁes 	1oZ0oamo0 andZ Z
	1
famðsÞ dso0; 8ZA½am; u0Þ:
Under these hypotheses, (4.11) has a smooth negative solution Zep1þ2; which develops
boundary layer, as e-0 and
Zep1þ2 !e-0	1 ð4:12Þ
uniformly on compact sets of
Sp2	1
i¼p1þ2 Oi: Also
er  ðdðxÞrZep1þ2Þ þ faðx; Zep1þ2Þp0;
on
Sp2	1
i¼p1þ2
Oi,Ip1þ1,Ep2	1:
9>=
>; ð4:13Þ
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By repeating this process on the sets
[p4	1
i¼p3þ2
Oi;y;
[M
i¼pmþ2
Oi;
we obtain a sequence of functions
Zep1þ2; Z
e
p3þ2;y; Z
e
pmþ2
with the same asymptotic behavior as Zep1þ2 in their, respectively, domains. Note the
formation law of the sequence.
We are now ready to deﬁne a super-solution to ðPaÞ; for e small enough. Set
%ce ¼
%jep1þ1 on Op1þ1\Ip1þ1;
minf %jep1þ1; Zep1þ2; %jep2g on Cl Ip1þ1,
Sp2	1
i¼p1þ2
Oi
( )
,Ep2	1
( )
;
minf %jep2 ; %jep3þ1g on
Sp3þ1
i¼p2
Oi\fEp2	1,Ip3þ1g;
^
minf %jepmþ1; Zepmþ2; %jeMþ1g on Cl Ipmþ1,
SM
i¼pmþ2 Oi
n o
,EM
n o
;
%jeMþ1 on %OMþ1\EM :
8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
It follows as before that, for e sufﬁciently small, %ce is a C0 super-solution to ðPaÞ; in
the sense of distributions (recall (4.10)). The continuity is obtained arguing as in the
case of
%
ce:
The asymptotic behavior, as e-0; of each %jej as well as Z
e
j ; along with the way %c
e is
deﬁned, yields
%ce !e-0 USðmþ2Þ=2
i¼1
*O2i	1
	 USðmþ1Þ=2
i¼1
*O2i
ð4:14Þ
uniformly on compact sets of O\f *S1;y; S˜mg:
Step 3: Once the sub-solution
%
ce and the super-solution %ce to ðPaÞ are constructed
we again evoke Theorem 4.2 to deduce the existence of a local H1-minimizer ume of
ðPaÞ: As such fume g0oepe0 is a family of stable stationary solutions to ðPaÞ:
As for the claimed asymptotic behavior of ume ; as e-0; it now follows easily from
(4.8) and (4.14). &
Remark 4.6. Although ﬁnding the absolute minimizer of Ea in H
1ðOÞ is not the issue
here we conjecture that it is attained at uMe :
See Fig. 1 for an one-dimensional illustration.
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5. Final remarks
As said before the hypothesis that the nodal-hypersurfaces Si ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ of
aðxÞ be nested is not necessary. After a careful inspection of the proof provided one
will realize that it sufﬁces to require that aðxÞ has different signs on each two
neighboring connected components of O\ZM whose common interface has positive
Hausdorff measure.
For instance, we can consider the case in which any two regions enclosed by
Sc ðc ¼ 1;y; MÞ are disjoint. In the notation of Section 2,
%Oi- %Oj ¼ |; iaj; 1pi; jpM; OMþ1 ¼ O\
[M
i¼1
Oi
and either
u0ðxÞ ¼ U SM
i¼1 Oi
  	 UOMþ1 ; xAO
or
u0ðxÞ ¼ 	U SM
i¼1 Oi
  þ UOMþ1 ; xAO:
In either case all the results can be proved ipsis litteris. Also any suitable
combination of these two cases works equally well, e.g., it sufﬁces to take some
nested hypersurfaces, say, Sc ðc ¼ 1;y; m0Þ; 2pm0oM; and the rest Sc ðc ¼
m0 þ 1;y; MÞ in such a way that the regions enclosed by each one of them are
mutually disjoint, as above.
Consider, for instance, the case in which Z½a is like in Fig. 1 with the sets Oj ðj ¼
1;y; 9Þ being the connected components of O\a	1ð0Þ as indicated, a40 on
f@O- %O4g\fP1,P2g and ao0 on f@O- %O5g\fP1,P2g: The signs + and 	 indicate
the sign of aðxÞ on each connected component of O\a	1ð0Þ:
Let us take, for instance, the functions (Fig. 2):
* u10 ¼ UO1 	 UO\ %O1 ;
* u20 ¼ UO3 	 UO\ %O3 ;
* u30 ¼ UO\ %O2 	 UO2 ;
* u40 ¼ UO\ %O4 	 UO4 ;
* u50 ¼ U %O1,O2 	 UO\fO1,O2g;
* u60 ¼ UO1,O3 	 UO\fO1,O3g;
* u70 ¼ UO\ %O6 	 UO6 ;
* u80 ¼ UO\fO7,O9g 	 UO7,O9 ;
* u90 ¼ UO\fS9
j¼7 Ojg
	 UO7,O9, %O8 :
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Then previous results apply and for e small enough, there are families fujeg ðj ¼
1;y; 9Þ of stable stationary solutions to (1.1) such that uje !e-0 uj0 ðj ¼ 1;y; 9Þ; in
compact sets of O which do not intersect the corresponding interface.
We point out that the case for u90 requires some modiﬁcation in the way the
function aðxÞ is deﬁned. This is so because aðxÞ will have two saddle points on the
nodal-hypersurface. However, it is not difﬁcult to ﬁgure out how to redeﬁne aðxÞ in a
continuous way so as to obtain sub- and super-solutions.
It is worth remarking that it follows from [15] that a necessary condition for the
existence of a family of stationary solutions to (1.1) developing an internal transition
layer between the states u  1 and 	1; at a smooth closed hypersurface S; as e-0; isZ
S
JðxÞ dS ¼ 0:
If f ðx; uÞ ¼ ð1	 u2Þ½u 	 aðxÞ then JðxÞ ¼ 	4
3
aðxÞ:
Hence S cannot be located inside any connected component of O\a	1ð0Þ; if a
changes sign in O: Also if aðxÞc0 and a does not vanish in %O; no family of stationary
solutions to (1.1) develops internal transition layers in O:
Therefore the following interesting question arises. Let us consider for a moment,
(1.1) with fa replaced with f0ðx; uÞ ¼ u 	 u3: It was found in [13,16] that given a
hypersurface S in O; if the diffusivity dðxÞ satisﬁes two nice geometric conditions on
Fig. 2.
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S (actually a generalization of the minimal surface conditions) then (1.1) has a family
fUeg of stable stationary solutions which develops internal transition layer, as e-0;
with interface S:
Let us now perturb the reaction term to fa; where jjajjC1ðOÞ is small and aðxÞ
changes sign in O: Considering that the hypersurface S; referred to above can be
taken such that SCfa40g; what happens, as e-0; to the family fUeg?
Note that now this family cannot develop any internal transition layer, as e-0;
with asymptotic interface S since
R
S
aðxÞ dS40: Do they simply cease to exist or
their interface S shift so that SCZ½a; as f0 is replaced with fa? If it continues to exist,
does the interface collapse into a single point or turn into @O?
In [1], for the one-dimensional problem described in the Introduction, the authors
proved that if M is the number of zeros of aðxÞ 	 ð1=2Þ then the exact number of
stable stationary solutions is sM ; where fs0; s1; s2;yg is the Fibonacci sequence:
s0 ¼ 2; s1 ¼ 3;y; sMþ1 ¼ sM þ sM	1;y :
Herein for the nested hypersurfaces Si ði ¼ 1;y; MÞ given in Section 2 along with
the hypotheses assumed there, it is easy to see that (1.1) has at least sM stable
stationary solutions, which amounts to say that the set ZM can be chosen in sM
different ways so that (H1)–(H4) are satisﬁed.
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